History of Art:
Beighton Prize
(Sponsored by former student Sam Beighton for the highest mark for final year dissertation)
Louise Claxton (BA History/History of Art)
Emily Rastall Prize
(In memory of former student Emily Rastall , for greatest contribution to Department taking into
account academic performance as reflected in grades, academic performance as demonstrated
in seminars and other such venues, and contributions to the Department more generally, such as
volunteering to help on open days and other departmentally-related events.)
Rebecca Savage (BA History of Art)

Modern Languages:
Jane J Milne Prize
This prize is awarded to the second year student who achieves the highest overall mark for French
Core Language.
Elizabeth Buckthorpe (BA Modern Languages)
Joan Barnwell Prize in French Literature
This prize was founded by Professor HT Barnwell, in memory of his wife, Joan. The prize is awarded
to the final year undergraduate who achieves the highest mark in French Literature.
Kate Spree (BA English Literature and French Studies)
Manoukian-Lilley Prize
This prize is awarded to the final year undergraduate studying at least 60 credits of French with the
highest average mark for their French optional modules.
Kate Spree (BA English Literature and French Studies)
RL Graeme Ritchie Memorial Prize
This prize is awarded to the final year student who has achieved the highest mark in French Core
Language.
Laura Jean Katherine McDonald (BA French Studies)
Eleanora Allen Travel Scholarship
This prize is awarded to the student on a Modern Language programme, studying French or German,
with the highest average mark for the year. It will assist them in attending an approved Summer
School or a course in a French or German speaking country.
Lily Adamson (BA Modern Languages)
Amanda Green Prize
Founded in memory of Amanda Green (1968-1989), a student of Joint Honours (German and
French), this prize is awarded to the student who has made the best-all round contribution to the
Department of German Studies
Leanne Adderley (BA Modern Languages)

Karl Damman Memorial Prize
The prize is awarded annually to the student who is recommended to the Senate as the most
promising and distinguished student in German at the end of his or her 2nd or final year. The prize is
given in the form of works in the German Language. Founded by a friend of the late Dr Karl Damman
the first Professor of German Language and Literature in Mason College.
Geena Erfurth-Roberts (BA German Studies)
Michael Butler Prize
The prize is established in commemoration of Professor Michael Butler (1935-2007) awarded to the
final year undergraduate or postgraduate master's student who achieves the highest mark in an
essay or dissertation on a German Studies topic.
Geena Erfurth-Roberts (BA German Studies)
Michael Butler Prize for 2nd years
The prize is established in commemoration of Professor Michael Butler (1935-2007) awarded to the
second year undergraduate student who achieves the highest mark in an essay on a German Studies
topic.
Daniel Bisson (BA Modern Languages)
Pascal Prize
The prize is awarded annually, on the recommendation of a panel drawn from the German Board of
Examiners, to the postgraduate student of German who has produced the most distinguished thesis
within the previous twelve months.
Primrose May Deen Young (PhD Modern Langauges)
Sandbach Prize
This prize is awarded annually on the result of the 1st examination in German to the student who
shows the greatest promise as a student of German and who intends to proceed to a higher stage in
the study of that language.
Fiona Louise Davis (BA Modern Languages)
Catalan Prize
This prize is awarded to the year four student who achieved the highest marks in Catalan within the
section of Hispanic Studies.
Katy Sacre (BA Hispanic Studies)
Joseph Manson Memorial Prize
This prize is awarded to the first year student on a Modern Languages or Joint Honours programme
with the highest mark in Spanish Language
Joanna Maria Dotzauer (BA Modern Lanaguages and English)
Sir Henry Thomas Prize
These prizes are awarded to the undergraduate students who achieve the highest overall marks in
Hispanic Studies.
Katy Sacre (BA Hispanic Studies)
Nicola Jane Cresswell (BA Modern Languages - Spanish with Portuguese)
Alexandra Joanne Brown (BA Modern Languages)
Michael Barnes (BA Modern Languages)

Xunta Galician Prize
This prize is awarded to the student who achieves the highest overall mark in Galician in the section
of Hispanic Studies.
Naomi Joan Simpson (BA Modern Languages and English)
Alexander Baykov Prize
This prize is awarded to two students who score the highest module marks in Russian language in
their second year of study.
Imogen Laura Anne Burgoyne (BA Modern Languages)
Alexander Charles Caves (BA Modern Languages)
Elisabeth Koutaissoff Prize
This prize is awarded to the two highest scoring first year students in Russian Language.
Kieran Paul Duffy (BA Modern Languages)
Anfisa Swain (BA Modern Languages)
Konovalov Prize
This prize is awarded to the final-year student who achieves the highest overall mark in studying for
the BA degree in which Russian is the main subject.
Sophie Morrow (BA Modern Languages -Russian with German)
Sonnenschein Prize
This prize, founded to commemorate Professor EA Sonnenschein, the first Dean of the Faculty of
Arts (1900-02), is awarded to first year students who achieve the highest marks in their 1st year
assessments.
Robert Cameron Miller (BA Modern Languages)

Languages for All:
These awards are awarded to the final year student who has achieved the highest average mark (of
65% or above) in their MOMD or Open Access language modules, as taken over their final two years
of study.
Languages for All Prize for French
Lucy Eleanor Osborne (BMus with Year Abroad)
Languages for All Prize for German
Abeshek Ahilan (BSc Computer Science with an Industrial Year)
Languages for All Prize for Japanese
Nur Fadzleen Izyana Binti Ahmad Fakhri (MEng Chemical Engineering)
Languages for All Prize for Mandarin Chinese
Wing Yiu Ho (MEng Chemical Engineering with Industrial Study)
Languages for All Prize for Spanish
Hannah Sharp (BA Liberal Arts and Sciences - History)

The Friends of The University of Birmingham in Japan Centenary Prize
Awarded to the student who has achieved the highest overall marks in the final year of their
Japanese degree programme
Gustavo Ramos Floriano Ferraz Santos (BA Modern Languages with Business Management)
Awarded to the student who has achieved the highest overall marks in the final year of their
Japanese degree programme, and who has not studied for a full academic year in Japan.
Man Hin Yeung (BSc Business Management)

Music:
Arnold Goldsbrough Memorial Prize
This prize is awarded to the student who has achieved the highest first class mark in the
performance of music from the period 1600-1750.
Zofia Reeves (BMus Music)
COMPASS Composition Prize in Association with BCMG
This prize is awarded to the student who achieves the highest mark for a piece of music written for
the BCMG workshop sessions. Where possible, the prize-winning piece may be given a public
performance, normally by the BCMG.
Luke Bainbridge (BMus with Year Abroad)
COMPASS Prize for Electroacoustic Composition in Association with BEAST
This prize is awarded to the student who achieves the highest mark for a piece of electoacoustic
music. Where possible, the prize winning piece may be given a public performance by BEAST.
Martyn Philip Fisk (BMus Music)
Roland Gregory Prize
This prize is awarded to the final year undergraduate who achieves the highest overall mark in a
degree where Music is the main subject.
Caspar Frankford (BMus Music)

